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Reusable Incontinence Products

A Complete Line of Reusable Underpads,
Briefs and Liners, plus Disposable 
Wet-wipes and Washcloths

Medline
Reusable Incontinence 

Care Products
See Page 10 for Reusable Briefs
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Each Medline underpad features double-lock safety stitching
around the edge of the pad that adds to its durability. The
quilt pattern helps the pad lie flat underneath the patient/
resident and reduces bunching and wrinkling.

All Medline Reusable Underpads and Briefs feature
Vintex Barriers. They are
the leader in launderable
incontinence underpads
and briefs, which represent

value and performance.  Environmentally friendly,
the Vintex barriers are specifically formulated to
withstand the adversity of multiple commercial
washing and drying cycles, while remaining virtually
liquid proof. Vintex out performs all competitive
products and provides true value to customers.

Medline Reusable
Underpads and Briefs...
At Medline, our first priority is patient care and comfort.
Like you, we believe that the person using the product
should be treated with dignity and respect at all
times. Their proper care should be the number one
goal of any health care provider. We work with nursing
professionals to create high quality products with the
end user in mind.  We then offer the product at a
price that is cost effective for your health care facility.
That way you can continue to supply the best product
and stay within your linen budget.

Quality
Our reusable underpads are designed to last. We use
only the best components, including Canadian Ibex®

from Springs Mills and Vintex vinyl knit barrier.
These are time-tested components that you can trust
to last through repeated commercial laundry processes.
This year, we are proud to announce several new
underpads. They were designed with style, durability
and an increased level of comfort for the end user.
These are the types of innovative products that have
built Medline’s reputation as a leader in the reusable
incontinence industry.

Dignity
When you choose Medline for your reusable incontinence
needs, you know that you are getting products that
will provide Patient Dignity, Comfort, and Performance.
Patient Dignity is the idea behind our printed underpads.

By adding color to the underpad surface we make it 
more attractive to look less like an underpad. Patient
comfort is also important.  We offer a variety of face
fabrics that maximize softness and durability. Our
complete line of reusable underpads allow you to
choose the underpad that best fits your needs.

Value
Reusable underpads are also more cost effective than
disposable underpads. This is because a reusable
underpad is strong enough and absorbent enough to
use just one pad at a time. Disposable underpads,
due to their construction and light absorbency are
often stacked 4 or 5 on a bed at a time. This stacking
practice is necessary with disposable underpads to
reduce the risk of leakage onto bed linens.
Comparing the cost of using reusable underpads to
disposable underpads shows savings are realized
with the reusable program. 

Durability
Our reusable underpads are extremely durable.
Medline reusable underpads are designed for
institutional processing, so that the integrity of our
products will not be compromised by long-term use.
Medline offers a free incontinent care cost evaluation
study, custom tailored for your health care facility.
This study is used to prove the cost advantages of
reusable underpads versus disposables. 
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REUSABLE  VS. DISPOSABLE  COST  COMPARISON

In addition to cost savings, reusable underpads also
reduce waste, a benefit to the environment. The
amount of waste generated by health care facilities is
an on-going issue. Reusable underpads reduce landfill
waste by over 99%. This is an added bonus to health
care professionals concerned about saving the environment
for future generations.

Which product is best for you?

Every facility has specific needs. We have tried to
make it as easy as possible to choose the underpad
or brief that works best for you.  Each underpad and
brief includes a narrative description to help you
identify the right product. Use the guide to help
select the product that is best for your facility.

Have something unique in mind?

Medline can customize an underpad or brief to your
specifications. If you want an underpad or brief in a
particular size or with a specific combination of
materials, and you can’t find it in this catalog,
Medline can customize it for you!

For more details, contact your Medline representative
or call us Toll-Free at 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-
5463).

Medline underpads
come in a variety
of styles…

To see samples of 
incontinence products
described in this 
catalog...or for more
information, contact
your Medline sales 
representative or call 
1-800-MEDLINE
(1-800-633-5463)

Evaluation for:  Community Health System Account Number: 1324657

Reusable Underpad: Each Cost Uses #/Day Unit Weight
Sofnit 300 30x36 Underpad $6.45 300 3 1.00 lbs/Underpad

Disposable Underpad: Unit Cost Residents Using Pads Used / Day Unit Weight
23x36 disposable underpad 0.165 120 8.22 0.10 lbs/Underpad

0.82 lbs/Resident/Day

Underpad Cost Per Resident / Day
Amortized Product Cost Reusable Underpad Disposable Underpad
Per Underpad per Day $0.06/ Day $1.36/ Day
Additional Costs (per Resident Day)  Per Use  Per lbs Per Use                   Per lbs
Disposal Cost (per Pound) 0.1500 0.1500 
Disposal Cost (per Resident Day) 0.0015 0.1234 
Laundry Cost (per Pound) 0.4000 
Laundry Cost (per Resident Day) 1.2000 
Actual Cost Per Resident Day Totals : $1.266 $1.483 
Number of Resident Days / Year: 43,800 43,800 
Total Annual Cost : $55,450.80 $64,955.59

Annual Solid Waste Generated: 438 Pounds 36,020 Pounds

Annual Savings using Reusable Underpads: 14.63% or $9,504.79
Amounts shown under Additional Costs are determined as follows:
1. Disposal costs are amortized over the life of the reusable pads.  These costs are assigned on a per use basis for the disposable pads. With cost of $0.15/pound, 

we calculate the disposal cost by multiplying the weight of the disposable item times that cost.
2. Laundry costs are based on $0.40 per pound as you provided.  The total is figured by multiplying that cost times the actual weight of the reusable pads.

Triumphant Print Underpad, pg. 7

Tartan Print Underpad, pg. 6
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Conquest Underpads feature state of the art materials that perform better and last longer.
• Exclusive 100% polyester Med-Dri face fabric 
• Unique 3-layer lamination eliminates rolling or bunching of pad 
• Exceptionally fast drying due to 3-layer lamination
• Outstanding durability that lowers cost per use
• The Best all-around underpad
• Tan Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Our newest addition to the line, the Conquest underpad unites technologically advanced materials and
manufacturing processes to produce a reusable underpad unlike any you have ever used. Our exclusive Med-Dri
face fabric siphons fluid from the surface of the underpad into the quilted soaker layer.

The Vintex vinyl-knit barrier is bonded to the back of the soaker layer with a special lamination process. Because
it is laminated, the Conquest underpad will always lay flat on the bed. This reduces the risk of pressure caused
by bunching of the underpad.

The lamination process helps the underpad dry faster; wash water can only wet the face fabric and soaker  of
the pad. By laminating the barrier to the soaker, fluid cannot become ‘pocketed’ or trapped inside the barrier.
This will significantly reduce drying time, making this pad preferred by laundry professionals.

Conquest Underpads - Preferred by patients/residents for surface dryness and comfort

Conquest Underpad - Square Corners
MSC215000 34" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs
MSC215100 30" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs

After repeated washings, Conquest's lamination
"puckers" to maintain a flat edge and prevent
rolling and bunching.

NEW!

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 10

About Our Underpad Rating System:
We created the Underpad Rating System to show an at
glance comparison of common features that can better
inform and influence your purchase.The point system
rates a feature. Best earns 3 pts., Better= 2 pts., Good=1 pt.
The highest total value possible is 12.

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 10
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Sahara Underpads - Our most absorbent underpad.

Sahara Underpad - Round Corners
MSC214000  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC214100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

Maxima Underpad - Square Corners
MSC218000  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC218100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

• Deluxe brushed polyester face fabric
• Specially treated to resist stains
• Heavy duty poly/rayon soaker 
• Green Medline logo jacquard Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Non-slip barrier helps keep pad in place on bed

Designed for performance, the Maxima underpad features a specially designed knit face fabric that is extremely
soft against tender skin. Made with a heavyweight soaker, the Maxima underpad is also one of our most
absorbent. The synthetic face fabric is treated to resist stains, making it a top choice among laundry professionals.

Maxima Underpads - Special stain release face fabric

• Ultra-Brushed polyester face fabric
• Better heat resistance in drier
• Heavy duty poly/rayon soaker
• Blue Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Top choice for comfort, the Sahara is our most absorbent underpad. The specially designed Sahara soaker pulls
wetness through the facing and into the body of the pad, keeping residents drier and more comfortable.

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 9

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 8
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Tartan Underpad - Square Corners
MSC015000P  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC015100P  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
Tartan Underpad for Wheelchairs
MSC015900P  18" x 24"  2 Dz/Cs

Tartan (Sofnit 300) Underpads - Tartan Plaid printed underpad helps stains disappear

Sofnit 300 Underpads - #1 Selling underpad in the U.S.A.

Sofnit 300 Underpad - Square Corners
MSC015000  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC015100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC015200  24" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC015040  34" x 42"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC015048  34" x 48"  2 Dz/Cs
Sofnit 300 Underpad with Tuckable Wings
MSC015050   34" x 36" Pad w/20" wings 1 Dz/Cs

(overall 74" x 36")  
Sofnit 300 Underpad for Wheelchairs
MSC015900  18" x 24"  2 Dz/Cs
Sofnit 300 Underpad with Handles
MSC015055  34" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs
Sofnit 300 Home Care Underpad
MSC015000R  34" x 36" 6 Ea/Cs• Canadian Ibex face fabric

• Excellent price/life ratio
• Proven durability
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Pink Medline logo jacquard Vintex barrier-

one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Non-slip barrier helps keep pad in place on bed

Tried and true, the Sofnit 300 is designed to last. The Canadian Ibex face fabric is durable and soft. Our Medline
jacquard knit barrier provides a non-slip surface so the pads stay in place on the bed or wheelchair. With 300
launderings possible, the Sofnit 300 underpad is one of our lowest cost per use underpads.

• Printed Canadian Ibex face fabric
• Good stain resistance
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Green Medline logo jacquard Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Non-slip barrier helps keep pad in place on bed

Our Tartan print has all the great features found in the Sofnit 300, but has the additional benefit of a Tartan plaid
print facing to prevent staining. Because of its unique print, this is one of the best pads for home use.

MSC015000R

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 7

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 9
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Triumph Underpad - Round Corners
MSC016000 34" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs
MSC016100 30" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs

Triumph Underpads - Best combination of durability and performance

Triumphant Underpads - Offer more dignity with discrete looking pads

• Unique 2 x 1 twill face fabric
Twill weave is one of the strongest available

• Good stain resistance
• Heavy duty poly/rayon soaker
• Higher absorption level
• Green Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Fast gaining in popularity, the Triumph underpads feature an extremely durable twill face fabric with a heavy
weight soaker. The Triumph underpads are made with rounded corners for a less institutional appearance. The
Triumph underpad is your choice when extra absorbency and durability are required.

Triumphant Print Underpad - Square Corners
MSC216000P 34" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs
MSC216100P 30" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs

• Printed 2 x 1 twill face fabric
• Checked print design looks great
• Better stain resistance
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Tan Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Designed with dignity in mind, this pad combines a colorful printed twill weave face fabric with durable soaker
and barrier materials. This combination offers top performance without looking like an underpad. As one of
our newest additions to the line, the Triumphant print underpad is quickly becoming a top seller.

NEW!

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 7

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 8
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Sofnit 200 Underpad - Square Corners
MSC013000  34" x 36" 2 Dz/Cs
MSC013100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC013200  24" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC013040  34" x 42"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC013048  34" x 48"  2 Dz/Cs
Sofnit 200 Underpad with Tuckable Wings
MSC013050  34" x 36" Pad w/20" tuckable wings 1 Dz/Cs

(overall 74" x 36")  
Sofnit 200 Underpad with Handles
MSC013055  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

Sofnit 200 Underpads - Great features at an even more economical price

Birdseye Underpads - The face fabric that started it all

• Durablend Ibex cotton/poly face fabric
• Good durability and comfort
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Pink Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most 

durable reusable barrier fabrics

A mainstay in many facilities, the Sofnit 200 underpad is a more economical version of the Sofnit 300 pads. The
Sofnit 200 underpad is designed with the best combination of durability and economy. The total weight of the
pad is lower than many other styles to provide a lower processing cost.

• 100% Cotton face fabric
• Cotton comfort close to tender skin  
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Blue Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Natural cotton is a long time favorite! Birdseye underpads offer superior softness and breathability. The all cotton
facing of this underpad provides extra comfort. These pads require special laundering considerations.

Birdseye Underpad - Square Corners
MSC017000  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC017100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 6

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 6
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• Brushed polyester face fabric
• Natural stain resistance
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Mint green Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Quality at an economical price, the Pinnacle underpad provides softness and absorption. Face fabric offers quick
drying time coupled with some stain resistance. Lower heat drying temperatures help the Pinnacle underpad
last longer.

Merit Underpad - Square Corners
MSC211000 34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC211100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

Pinnacle Underpads - Most economical polyester faced underpad

Merit Underpads - Our lowest priced underpad

Pinnacle Underpad - Square Corners
MSC012000  34" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs
MSC012100  30" x 36"  2 Dz/Cs

• Plain weave poly/cotton face fabric
• Good launderability
• Moderate duty poly/rayon soaker
• Shipped from the manufacturing plant to keep costs low
• Mint green Vintex barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics

Performance at a lower cost, the Merit was designed to protect the bed linens at the lowest possible acquisition
price.While not as durable as many of our other underpad styles, the Merit is the pad of choice where underpads
are often lost before they reach their full use potential. Shipped from our manufacturing facility to keep costs
as low as possible.

NEW!

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 5

Rating Scale
Criteria Good Better Best

Softness "
Absorbency "
Launderability "
Stain Resistance "

Total Value: 4
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Cotton Flannel Soaker Pads - For additional absorbency

• Heavyweight unbleached 100% cotton flannel provides    
softness and absorbency

• Multiple sizes for use with an underpad or a brief
• Use as an added soaker layer

Cotton Flannel Soaker Pad
MSC014294  36" x 36", 2-ply  2 Dz/Cs
MSC014094  36" x 36", 1-ply  5 Dz/Cs

Ibex Ultra Fitted Briefs
MSC075100CC Small 1 Dz/Cs
MSC075200CC Medium 1 Dz/Cs
MSC075300CC Large 1 Dz/Cs
MSC075400CC X-Large 1 Dz/Cs
MSC075500CC XX-Large 1 Dz/Cs

Ultra Fitted Briefs - Quilted facing eliminates bunching, improving comfort

• Canadian Ibex facing is breathable and durable.
• Full 2-ply, super absorbent soaker retains fluids throughout the brief, helping to keep skin dryer
• Multiple snaps for adjustable sizing, secure fit
• Elastic leg gathers provide leakage protection
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Size and Barrier Color 
of All Fitted Briefs:

Small 20" – 28" Green
Medium 28" – 36" Salmon
Large 36" – 44" Tan
X-Large 44" – 52" Blue
XX-Large 52" – 60" Green

Standardized sizing and color coding 
for your convenience!

Overnight

Heavy

Moderate

Light

The color-coded drop symbol

will help you determine the 

product offering that provides 

adequate absorption capacity 

for your individual resident’s level 

of incontinence.Yellow    for light incontinence. Green   

for moderate incontinence. Blue          for heavy

incontinence.Violet             for overnight protection.

Overnight
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Ibex Super Fitted Briefs
MSC065100CC Small 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065200CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065300CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065400CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065500CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

Ibex Super Fitted Briefs with Extra Leg Gussets
MSC065105CC Small 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065205CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065305CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065405CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC065505CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

Ibex Super Fitted Briefs - Our best selling reusable brief

• Canadian Ibex facing is breathable and durable
• 2-ply, super-absorbent soaker retains fluid in target areas, helping to keep skin dryer
• Multiple snaps for adjustable sizing secure fit
• Elastic leg gathers help provide leakage protection
• Extra leg gussets (available on some styles) offer superior fit and containment
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Birdseye Super Fitted Briefs
MSC067100CC Small 3 Dz/Cs
MSC067200CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC067300CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC067400CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC067500CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

• 2-ply Birdseye (100% cotton) facing is extra absorbent and very soft
• 2-ply, super-absorbent soaker helps retain fluid in target areas, helping to keep skin dryer
• Multiple snaps for adjustable sizing secure fit
• Elastic leg gathers help provide leakage protection
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

If you’re looking for an underpad or brief in a particular size or with a specific
combination of materials, and you can’t find it in this catalog, Medline can customize
it for you!  For more details, contact your Medline representative or call us at: 
1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463).

Knitted Super Fitted Briefs - Our most comfortable facing ever

Heavy

Heavy
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Ibex Fitted Briefs
MSC055103CC Small 3 Dz/Cs
MSC055203CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC055303CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC055403CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC055503CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

Ibex Fitted Briefs - Durable and soft

• Canadian Ibex facing is breathable and durable
• 2-ply, super-absorbent soaker helps retain fluid in target areas, helping to keep skin dryer
• Multiple snaps for adjustable sizing secure fit
• Elastic leg gathers provide leakage protection
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Birdseye Fitted Briefs
MSC057103CC Small 3 Dz/Cs
MSC057203CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC057303CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC057403CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs

Birdseye Fitted Briefs - Most absorbent and soft

• 2-ply Birdseye (100% cotton) facing is extra absorbent and very soft
• 2-ply, super-absorbent soaker helps retain fluid in target areas, helping to keep skin dryer
• Multiple snaps for adjustable sizing secure fit
• Elastic leg gathers provide leakage protection
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Have something unique in mind?
Medline can customize an underpad or brief just for you…

Moderate

Moderate
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Size and Barrier Color of All Non-Fitted Briefs:

Medium 30" – 39" Salmon
Large 40" – 47" Tan
X-Large 48" – 56" Blue
XX-Large 57" – 64" Green

Ibex Snap-Style Briefs - A low-cost alternative to fitted briefs

Birdseye Snap-Style Briefs with Single-Ply Soaker
MSC047400CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC047500CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC047800CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC047900CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

• 2-ply Birdseye (100% Cotton)  facing is extra absorbent and very soft
• Absorbent soaker helps retain fluids in target areas
• Multiple Snaps for adjustable sizing, secure fit
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Ibex Snap-Style Briefs with Single-Ply Soaker
MSC045400CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045500CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045800CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045900CC XX-Large 3 Dz/Cs

Ibex Snap-Style Briefs with Double–Ply Soaker
MSC045402CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045502CC Large 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045802CC X-Large 3 Dz/Cs

• Canadian Ibex facing is breathable and durable.
• Absorbent soaker helps retain fluids in target areas
• Multiple Snaps for adjustable sizing, secure fit
• Elastic waist gathers conform to body contours, allowing comfortable movement
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Birdseye Snap-Style Briefs - A low-cost alternative to fitted briefs

Standardized sizing and color-coding 
for your convenience!

Light

Light
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Ibex Pin-Style Briefs

Birdseye Pin-Style Briefs

Ibex Pin-Style Briefs with Single-Ply Soaker
MSC045000CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC045100CC Large 3 Dz/Cs

• Canadian Ibex facing is breathable and durable
• Absorbent soaker helps retain fluid in target areas
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Birdseye Pin-Style Briefs with Single-Ply Soaker
MSC047000CC Medium 3 Dz/Cs
MSC047100CC Large 3 Dz/Cs

• 2-ply Birdseye (100% cotton) facing is extra absorbent and very soft
• Absorbent soaker helps retain fluid in target areas
• Vintex vinyl knit barrier-one of the world’s most durable reusable barrier fabrics
• Color-coded barriers for easy size identification

Sofnit 300 Reusable Incontinent Liners and Diaper Doublers
- Thin design for discreet, comfortable fit

Sofnit 300 Reusable Incontinent Liners
MSC022000 9" x 24", contoured 4 Dz/Cs
MSC022500 7" x 17", contoured 4 Dz/Cs
MSC023000 7" x 17", rectangular 4 Dz/Cs
MSC024000 5" x 12", rectangular 4 Dz/Cs

Sofnit 300 Diaper Doublers
MSC033200 9" x 24", contoured 4 Dz/Cs
MSC033000 7" x 17", rectangular 4 Dz/Cs
MSC034000 5" x 12", rectangular 4 Dz/Cs

Light

Light
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Personal Cleansing Cloths

Personal Cleansing Cloths
MSC263700 9"x13" 64/Tub, 8Tubs/Cs, 512/Cs
MSC263750 9"x13", Refill 64/Pk, 12Pks/Cs, 768/Cs
MSC263150 7.1"x7.9", flip-top 68/Pk, 18 Pks/Cs, 1224/Cs
MSC263650 9"x13", flip-top 50/Pk, 12 Pks/Cs, 600/Cs

• Alcohol-free Our Personal cleansing cloths are soft and thick. They’re conveniently
• Multiple Sizes pre-moistened with a gentle solution so you can cleanse the patient’s 
• Lightly scented or unscented skin, then simply throw them away. Aloe helps soothe and protect  
• Contains aloe vera delicate or sensitive skin.

Disposable Washcloths

Disposable Washcloths
NON260511 10" x 13", white standard weight

70/Pk, 560/Cs
NON260509 12.5" x 14.4", white standard weight

90/Pk, 1080/Cs

Disposable convenience at a very economical price!  Use for easy clean-up with Soothe & Cool Perineal
Wash. The larger washcloth (NON260509) has a perforated top for easy dispensing and hygienic storing.

INCONTINENCE CARE ACCESSORIES

MSC263750

MSC263700
MSC263150

MSC263650
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Laundry Bags, with drawcord
MSC201005C 30" x 40", 18" diameter 1 Dz/Cs
MSC201000C 40" x 40", 25" diameter 1 Dz/Cs

Laundry Bags, fliptop (ropeless)
MSC201105C 30" x 40", 18" diameter 1 Dz/Cs
MSC201100C 40" x 40", 25" diameter 1 Dz/Cs

Laundry Bags, fliptop (ropeless) with elastic
MSC201105ELSC 30" x 40", 18" diameter 1 Dz/Cs
MSC201100ELSC 40" x 40", 25" diameter 1 Dz/Cs

Also available
Covered Rectangular Hamper Stand (pictured at left)
MDS80529 Fits 30" and 40" Laundry Bags 1 Ea/Cs

Fluid Impervious Laundry Bags

• 100% containment of wet linens
• Heat-sealed seams prevent leakage
• Durable construction for longer life in laundries
• Available in 5 assorted colors; yellow, blue, green, pink, and white

©2001 Medline Industries, Inc.All rights reserved. Medline,Asorbs, Checkmate and Protection Plus are registered trademarks of Medline
Industries, Inc., Molicare, Moliform and Molimed are registered trademarks of Hartmann Inc. Certainty is a registered trademark of Associated
Hygienic Products LLC. Drypers is a registered trademark of Drypers Corporation. Lycra is a registered trademark of E.I. Du Pont. Medline
Industries, Inc., Mundelein, IL 60060  Printed in USA. MKT201119/Bin040/10M

www.medline.com       

To see samples of the products described in this catalog,
or for more information, contact your Medline representative 

or call us Toll-Free:

1-800-MEDLINE
(1-800-633-5463)


